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Overview 
Red Cedar Technology provides powerful tools for quickly and easily exploring product design options to find the best 

possible design to meet your needs. HEEDS 2016.04 is packed with great enhancements that continue to streamline 

design exploration through improved results processing and automated analysis tools.  

 

In this document, you will find information on new capabilities and workflows along with enhancements to existing 

features.  These are separated into the following key areas: 

 Process Automation 

 Results Processing 

 Portals 

Any known issues are documented at the end of these notes. 

For more detail on utilizing specific capabilities, please refer to the online help. 
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Process Automation 

Analysis loops 
DESCRIPTION:  
Loops provide the ability to perform a series of iterations 
for one or more analysis blocks in a process. A loop can 
iterate using a continuous, discrete or parameter based 
values.  Loops can generate an array of results for each 
iteration or select a specific step to be sued for output 

 

 

BENEFIT:  
Allows easy incorporation of multiple load conditions.  
Create response curves for results over a range of values 
(e.g. lift curves, RPM curves, etc). 
Ability to iterate mesh detail until a certain goal is 
reached for each iteration. 
Test multiple concepts or configurations per iteration. 

 

Reuse surrogates 

DESCRIPTION:  
The Study tab now provides the option to ”Create 
surrogate-based study…” under the Create Study pull-
down. This feature creates a new process, responses, and 
study that mimic the original process, responses, and 
study except that selected analyses and responses are 
represented by surrogates. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Streamlines the use of surrogates in a study. Using 
surrogates can make study execution much faster and 
allow for sensitivity/robustness assessment evaluation in 
less time. 
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Variable hierarchy control 

DESCRIPTION:  
Variables and responses can now be defined for use 
internally for a specific analysis or at the global level. The 
user can filter variables and responses to show specific 
analysis sets as well as for specific studies. 

 

 
 

 

BENEFIT:  
Projects with large numbers of parameters can be 
difficult to work with. This capability allows the user to 
provide a scope and organization to the project 
parameters. With the added organization, the user can 
more easily focus on the subset of parameters they are 
working with at any given time. 
 
 
 

 

Analysis templates 

DESCRIPTION:  
Any analysis can now be saved to a template using the 
“Save as template…” contextual menu. 
 

 

BENEFIT:  
This avoids the need to repeat re-entering analysis 
settings across processes or projects. 
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Response source definition 

DESCRIPTION:  
An extension of the analysis-specific variable support, 
is the ability to specify the analysis source for a 
response in the Properties Area.  

 BENEFIT:  
This allows greater response control especially for 
formula calculations in multiple analysis studies.  

 

Curve import mapping 

DESCRIPTION:  
When importing a file into a Curve, Discrete Set, or 
User Design Set, or when using the new “Paste 
special…” context menu item, the user is prompted 
to map the columns of the imported data to the 
columns of the target table. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Provides more flexibility when importing data into 
MDO. 

 

Curve fitting 

DESCRIPTION:  
A new column has been added to curve properties to 
optionally define a weight value for each curve point 
(shown as the green line on the plot). The weight 
factor affects the influence of each portion of the 
curve when used in a curve fit response and can be 
used to normalize the curve data. 
 
The curve fit response has a new “Normalize 
difference” option that enables users to designate 
the curve data used for RMS error calculation. The 
sample curve shows the RMS formula. 

 

 

BENEFIT:  
A higher importance can be given to fit key portions 
of a data curve. 
Greater normalization flexibility. 
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Copy analysis 

DESCRIPTION:  
When copying an analysis, the user can now specify 
any process for the target. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Streamlines the work for reusing existing analysis 
settings in a new process. 

 

Objective options 

DESCRIPTION:  
Two new objective control options are available to 
set the goal relative to a specific target value: 

 Minimize Difference: Make the objective as 

closes to the target value as possible. 

 Maximize Difference: Make objective as far away 

from the value as possible. 

The ability to define an equality constraint has also 
been added. This is equivalent to defining both the 
upper and lower bounds to the same value. 

 

 
 

 BENEFIT:  
Improved flexibility in objective goals and constraint 
definitions. 
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More easily extract responses 

DESCRIPTION:  
There is also a new option to extract responses from 
existing output files. When evaluating responses, the 
dialog now remains visible for all scenarios. 

 

BENEFIT:  
This enables more efficient testing of individual 
analyses, evaluating baseline values, and to extract 
response values from updated output files without 
the need to re-run the analysis. 

 

Keyword access for analysis execution 

DESCRIPTION:  
A button has been added to the analysis execution 
options to insert keywords. Similar functionality 
already existed in the Advanced section for pre and 
post execution commands. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Consistent access to keywords 
Increase visibility and awareness of using keywords 

 

Analysis connector enhancements 

DESCRIPTION:  
Hovering over a connector now displays a tooltip 
indicating the analysis blocks being connected. 
Multiple connectors can also now be defined to an 
input file. However, if the setup is invalid, the study 
will give error messages that must be resolved before 
the study will run. 

 

 

BENEFIT:  
Define more efficient workflows where there are 
multiple conditional sources. 
Improved visual feedback on what is being 
transferred. 
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View vector responses 

DESCRIPTION:  
HEEDS now supports display of vector results. These 
can be viewed when evaluating responses or in post 
processing by hovering over a value and the tooltip 
will list the vector values. 
 
Vector responses have square brackets appended to 
the name. 
 
The context menu in any plot or parameter table has 
a new “Response explorer…” menu item 
 
The Response Explorer interface enables the user to 
view the vector responses for any specified design id 
(filtered with a design set), for a selected set of 
responses. 
 
This data can be imported to a spreadsheet or a user 
plot. 

 

 

 

BENEFIT:  
Increased visibility and insight to responses with 
multiple values.  
Enables user to inspect all response values for each 
design. 

 

Input file source & target control 

DESCRIPTION:  
The Input File Details dialog has been simplified to 
place the Source and Target settings on separate 
tabs. A new option to rename the file has been 
added. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Clearer differentiation between source and target 
preferences. 
Prevents modification to original source files  
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Consistent feedback on changed parameters in Analysis Portals 

DESCRIPTION:  
In the HEEDS options for Analysis Portals, the Solver 
install, Execution command, Command options, and 
Icon entries will be displayed in italics if the user has 
a value different from the default settings. The 
default is displayed in a tooltip and can be restored 
using the reset button. 

 

BENEFIT:  
This provides feedback to identify what is different 
from the defaults and what will be changed when the 
reset button is pressed. 

 

Study restart options dialog 

DESCRIPTION:  
The Study Restart Options dialog has been 
rearranged to display the backup option nested 
under the write and restart option. This reinforces 
that backups only happen when writing the input 
files. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Minimizes confusion over what each option will do. 
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Use any file for input condition 

DESCRIPTION:  
The user is permitted to specify file names that are 
not part of the project in Manage Conditions section. 
These can only be used in the Finished or Success 
conditions. A Run condition requires a file selected 
from the project. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Increased flexibility in checking completion. 
Alleviates the need to add the file to the project. 

 

 

Documentation update 

DESCRIPTION:  
The Create Project Archive capability has been 
enhanced such that: 

 If the path to the zip utility executable 
includes a space then it should be wrapped in 
double quotes.  
i.e. “C:\Program Files\7-Zip\7z.exe” 

 If 7-zip is used to create .zip archives then the 
-tzip argument is used. 
"C:\Program Files\7-Zip\7z.exe" a -tzip 
%ARCHIVE% %FILES% 

 

BENEFIT:  
Less customization needed for specific machine 
configuration. 
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Results Processing 

Self-Organizing Map (SOM) Plot 
DESCRIPTION:  
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a way of displaying 
patterns and relationships in data aimed at design 
explorations with multiple objectives and responses. 
A SOM plot can show data relationships that are 
otherwise difficult to visualize. It is particularly 
helpful for higher-dimensional data, where 2D and 3D 
plots are insufficient. For example, a SOM plot allows 
you to identify tradeoffs among multiple objectives.  
 
Results are displayed as either: 

A) Pie wedges to indicate the normalized 
parameter values for the designs in that cell. 
Each segment of the pie represents one 
parameter. The range of parameter values in 
a cell are represented by the darker outer 
portion of the pie piece  

B) Colored cells to overlay the variation of one 
parameter with respect to the vertex 
parameters (i.e. a heatmap). 

 

 

 
 

 
 

BENEFIT:  
Visual way to explore relationships and dependency 
for complex systems. 
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Display of video files 

DESCRIPTION:  
Many simulation tools provide animation outputs. 
HEEDS POST now supports playback of video files 
generated from an analysis. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Increased visualization capabilities of results. 

 

View vector responses 

DESCRIPTION:  
Vector responses can also be displayed in a 2D user 
plot.  

 

 
 

BENEFIT:  
Enable user to inspect all response values for each 
design. 
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Gaussian surrogate fitting 

DESCRIPTION:  
The ’Gaussian Process’ tuning option for Kriging 
surrogates has been added. The Gaussian Process 
option allows a relaxed fit of the data, meaning the 
surrogate is not required to exactly interpolate data 
points. 
Gaussian process tuning computations take 2-6 times 
more processing time than the normal Kriging tuning. 
Gaussian process tuning gives a smoothing effect 
when used on noisy or irregular data. 
 
Gaussian process tuning will closely match smooth 
data, but may not interpolate it as precisely as  
Kriging tuning. 
 

 
BENEFIT:  
Provides a smoother surrogate response surface for 
noisy or irregular data. 

 

Analysis loops 

DESCRIPTION:  
The user is allowed to select a specific loop case to 
override the preferred study case across the entire 
study 
 
When the selected case for a loop is changed the 
study immediately updates. Designs sets, custom 
performance, surrogates, and used data are 
recalculated. Plot display is updated to reflect the 
new data.  

 

 

BENEFIT:  
A fast and efficient way to review all results for 
different loop iterations.  
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Surrogate export 

DESCRIPTION:  
You can now export function-based surrogate models 
in a form that can be directly evaluated by other 
applications. Surrogate export now supports 
additional common formats such as Python, Java and 
Modelica. 

 

BENEFIT:  
Allows you to export and re-use HEEDS surrogates in 
analyses or applications such as Excel. 

 

Design names 

DESCRIPTION:  
Design names (defined by user in an eval study or 
when sharing/injecting designs) will appear in the 
design tooltips in plots. 
 
Design names can also be used to include/exclude 
designs in a design set. Individual names, wildcards, 
or name ranges can be specified. For example: 

 “sweep*” will select all designs that start 
with “sweep”. 

 “sweep_10-sweep_25” will select all of the 
designs between, and including, the designs 
named “sweep_10” and “sweep_20”. 

 

 
 

 

BENEFIT:  
Increased visualization and design set filtering 
controls make it easier to focus on particular areas of 
interest. 
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Portals 

Portals for ES-ICE, pro-STAR, STAR-CD (MDO) 
DESCRIPTION:  
Portals were added for the ES-ICE, pro-STAR and 
STAR-CD applications.  These applications are 
commonly used together. 

 

 
 

BENEFIT:  
Streamlines tagging of files for these applications. 

 

AVL-EXCITE 
DESCRIPTION:  
AVL-EXCITE now supports input and output tagging. 

 

 
 

BENEFIT:  
Streamlines tagging of files for these applications. 

 

Autodesk Moldflow 
DESCRIPTION:  
A portal was added for the Moldflow application. 
 
Moldflow supports input and output tagging. 
 

 
 

 BENEFIT:  
Streamlines tagging of files for these applications. 
 

 

 

Known Issues 

 
DESCRIPTION: Clicking on X to close the left pane in the Help does not work 
 

WORKAROUND:  
This is a limitation specific to Chrome due to the Robohelp version used. It works correctly in Internet Explorer 11. 
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2016.04.1 Updates 
 

Issue Description 

4050 Support deletion of several types of analysis items from process at once. 

4085 Remove trailing spaces from cluster Job ID’s to allow successful use in a job completion check 

4091 Stability issue with 3D function plot generated using wizard 

4088 Prevent "performance" from getting included in the list of study responses 

4078 Occasional crash at the end of study using Excel in visible mode. 

4096 Excessive CPU consumption when running in serial mode 

4135 Incorrect warnings displayed for curve fitting 

4170 Upstream STAR-CCM+ sim files not correctly transferred to remote machine 

4110 Stop condition for loop not detected 

3894 Improve serial mode for loop execution 

4178 Add API option to delete/keep results at end of study 

4182 Portal Analysis Runtime error (SolidWorks, Python and MATLAB) causing study to stop 

4190 Improved API support for parallel license usage 

3684 Add support to Creo portal to keep session open for study. 

3685 Add support for Creo design outputs to be used as response parameters 
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